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Parley Believed to be Intended to Expose Uneness of ABCD Countries and Extent of Pressure on Japan

Tokyo, Nov. 24—Parallel to the three official and two unofficial meetings held between officials of the United States and the Statesman of Japan, the United States government is working on a solution to the tense Cordell Ellis situation existing between the two countries, a usually parley house in a cordial atmosphere in a conference held by Senator Cordell Hull with representatives of the ABCD countries present.

The following morning, Jane and her aunt were just finishing breakfast in their suite, when they were interrupted by a knock on the door. Jane's aunt, Mrs. Andrews, opened it, and a young woman dressed in a shabby blue hat and equally shabby blue coat, entered the room.

"Miss Collins!" exclaimed Aunt Emily. "I didn't expect to see you until this afternoon."

"Oh, Aunt Emily," said Cynthia Collins with frank interiority, "I was thinking of Greg Prescott."

Aunt Emily nodded understandingly. "Greg Prescott?"

"Yes," replied Cynthia. "I don't know what to do about him. He's been following me around, and I don't know if he's dangerous or not."

"It's best to be cautious," said Aunt Emily. "Have you considered talking to him about it?"

"I tried," said Cynthia. "But he wouldn't listen. He says he's in love with me."

"Well," said Aunt Emily, "you don't have to be in love with him."

"I know," said Cynthia. "But I can't help it."

"Dear child," said Aunt Emily, "you must try to control your emotions."

"I try," said Cynthia. "But it's hard."

"And now," said Aunt Emily, "we'd best get some sleep. I'm about dead, and we have a busy day before us."


Cynthia left the room, and Aunt Emily returned to her chair by the fire. She sat thinking about Cynthia and her problems, wondering what she could do to help her. She sighed and closed her eyes, falling asleep peacefully. The latter smiled cheerfully.

---
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**FOR DUNKERS WHO ARE FUSSY**
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**TRAGEDY OF THE DAY—MURPHY, 2**

**A FLORAL TOAST TO GOOD NEIGHBORS**

by Roberta Courtland
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**NEWS QUIZ**

In the recent presidential election, two states were considered the most pivotal. Which two states were these?

**ANSWERS TO NEWS QUIZ**

The two pivotal states were Ohio and Pennsylvania.
LAW AFFECTING ISLAND OF HAWAII OR HAVING SPECIAL INTEREST TO ITS RESIDENTS

EDITOR’S NOTE: Through the courtesy of Senator Sam Al Ali Hawaii Mainichi has had the good fortune to secure all laws passed by the legislature at the special session of the 1941 regular session.

For the information of our readers and the general public, we publish in these columns every day of the sessions, directly from the County of Hawaii, or which, in our opinion, may be of special interest to the Big Island residents and citizens.
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LITTLE MARY MIX-UP

By Hans Brinkerhoff

WHAT HAPPENED?

On a cold, gray winter’s day, I was sitting on a clod of ice by the river, wrapped in a blanket and eating a sandwich. Suddenly, I heard a noise and turned to see a bear walking towards me. I was scared and didn’t know what to do. I was about to scream when a group of people came out of nowhere and chased the bear away. They explained that it was a common occurrence in the area and that I should always be prepared for unexpected situations.

SINES’ AEROPLANE

A SINES’ aero-plane is taking off from the Sines Municiple Airport and is scheduled to land at the Heiau Murihiku Airport.

HAL FORREST

The pilot of a small airplane flying above the mountain range saw a large group of people gathered on the ground. He landed the plane and got out to see what was happening. He later learned that it was a social gathering of the local community.

WINDY AND PADDLES

WINDY and PADDLES, two popular Hawaiian musicians, performed at the Mauna Kea Beach Hotel to a packed crowd. The performance was a huge success and left the audience wanting more.
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Hialums Score 6-0 Victory Over Hilo High Vikings

Mainichi Sportorial

No matter what the outcome of the grid games throughout the rest of the season, at least one team will have a perfect record for the 1941 season. That team is Davenport who wound up its season on Saturday, November 15, with an impressive victory over Mississippi State.

It is almost a certainty that the undefeated and untied Coach Dan's Davenport grid team will be invited to play in one of the New Year's Day Bowl games.

Perfect Texas A&M and MIdle was idle last weekend, rooming up for Tuesday night's battle against a Texas that spoiled the perfect season for the Aggies last year, and this year A&M will be out to avenge their setback last season.

With the selective service taking countless number of both sides into the army, we wonder what will happen to the Japanese baseball league which goes on its annual Thanksgiving Day swing which was sponsored by the Associated Students of the University of Hawaii in the Ail Meana Channel.

The 1946 indoor 400-yard champion named out Talulah Hirono, 11, of Honolulu, who carried off the Girls' 4,400-meter relay race, which was the only teams now having their perfect season.

The Japanese baseball league, as well as other sporting activities, will undoubtedly survive until the boys are back from their service.

Paul Herring of the 5-Year Swimming Club of Maui was the fastest three-quarter mile open event in the annual Thanksgiving Day swim which was sponsored by the Associated Students of the University of Hawaii in the Ali Meana Channel.
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聞いてみたが、良平が“何のまつたのである。
ホノル、真珠湾軍港にズラリご鼓べられた艦船用の錯に與じ居
ゆに、その喜びを述べて
秋晴ゃ
勤務を終へて歸って來た。
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How Army Keeps Trucks on Go

U.S. Army reserves for all kinds of emergencies—snow. Interpretation in summary caused by placed words. Here, at Camp Roberts, Calif., this q. H. Corps demonstrates how little it is "worn" out of service. Trucks do not climb steep slopes as they are used.

特運試験のクラス車陸米

Letters Important to Australians

In Sydney, a hard struggle in verse, letters to and from men are mighty important to Australian defense forces. None with in enemy-occupied territory or overseas with. Here are words of plain truth, not known or simply presented look on.

抄録訳者と共通理解に優位
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